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Stanford’s name receives world wide recognition mainly
because he found Stanford University.
Origin of Historic Mansion
Leaving Albany, New York in 1852, Leland Stanford
resettled in Sacramento, California, joining several of his
brothers in the mercantile business. Little did he know at the
times that his decision to settle down in the American West
Coast will add an important chapter to the history of California,
the United States, and the Chinese American history.
Situated one street away from the California capitol building,
between the intersections of 8th and N Streets, lies a historical
house that is unrelated to any neighboring structures. That
Victorian Style building stands lonely among its surrounding
modern architectures. There is no visible posted sign, and most
people are unaware of the building’s history or even pay
attention to it until one walks up close to the iron gate entrance
and notices a small stone marker with the Stanford Mansion
label along with a few simple lines of text.
That four floors building was magnificently designed in its
outer appearance, and what lies inside was an unimaginable
rich history. The building was once a general office of two
historical figures: the engineer who was in charge of the U.S.
Transcontinental Railroad, and the current Ambassador of the
time.
Exponential Growth in Family Business
Among the Stanford brothers, Leland and Thomas were the
two brightest in the family so their father decided that Leland
should study law while Thomas should pursuit medical school.
Leland passed his bar exam in 1849 and practiced law for a
short period of time. Leland admitted that the law profession at
the time was fierce with competition from too many talented
lawyers and decided to give up practicing law to join the
Stanford family business.
Within a few years and with the joint effort of the Stanford
brothers, the Stanford business flourished. Two of the brothers
decided to venture out to San Francisco so they sold the general
store located on 56-58 K Street (Old Sacramento) to Leland. In
those days, the general store carried an assortment of goods
including: variety of grains, fruits, vegetables, cooking oil,
grape wine, whiskey, brandy, cigars, tools, as well as mining
equipments.
Guided by his wisdom and diligent effort, Leland Stanford
lived up to expectations and his business prospered. Between
the years of 1856-57, he expanded the general store and moved
his business to the newly developed red-brick building located
near the embankment and L streets (the Stanford Brothers
Warehouse is still visible today). In the heyday, the Stanford
business was highly ranked for its large selection of merchandises and reliable reputation.
Public Services Led to Politics
History has illustrated many such examples where successful
individuals are highly regarded as local public figures. Received higher education than any others with his law degree,
Leland was elected as director of the Sacramento Public
Library, and was later elected as chairman of the city government board to oversea roads development.
Stanford’s political career, unknowingly, began with the local
regional affairs. Sacramento public affairs enthusiasts C.P.
Huntington, Mark Hopkins, Charles Crocker, and Leland
Stanford jointed by a common vision, established the Central
Pacific Railroad company. Additionally, they were active
Republican members at the time and often met with 20 other
Republican members to discuss the development of party
policy in California. Finally in April 1856, they formally
established California Republican Party. The major issues on
the meeting agenda were to support President Lincoln’s
initiative to liberate black slavery and the construction of the
Transcontinental Railroad.
Returned To California, Ran For Gubernatorial Election
Accordingly, the California Republican Party played a major
role in Republican President Lincoln’s presidential victory.
Having moved from New York, Mrs. Stanford had difficult
adjusting to life on the West Coast and often thought of moving
back to the East Coast. Stanford also had seriously considered
selling his business and returning back to his hometown with
his wife to settle down. However, during a vacation back home,
the couple realized even though their hometown is wonderful,
they had became accustomed to life in California over the
years. Moreover, they gradually noticed the many changes in
Albany, leaving them with a sense of foreignness.
Additionally, after a long conversation with his older brother
Asa Stanford, Asa summed up a long list of reasons why
Leland should not leave California. He observed that in just a
short period of few years, Leland not only had established and
expanded his business, but he also was active in the community, received recognition for his leadership in the Republican
Party, was well respected by President Lincoln, and had a high
possibility of being nominated as a governor candidate of
California. Asa persuaded his younger brother to return to
California for all the possibilities and potentialities that awaited
him.
Asa’s heartfelt advice indeed proved to be a reality. Shortly
after Stanford returned to California, on June 6, 1861, the
California Republican Party nominated Stanford as a governor
candidate.

In Search of Permanent Residence
Since deciding to settle down in California and the possibility of embarking on a career at the state capital, Stanford
began seriously searching for a permanent residence in
Sacramento. His Republican partner, Shelton Fogus, is a real
estate developer and designer, and was at the time massively
reconstructing a rare Victorian ancient building located at the
intersection of 8th and N Streets in preparation to market it
afterward. Coming from the East Coast, Stanford and his wife
were attracted to the building’s Eastern classical architectural
style and agreed to the high purchasing price of $8000. Upon
catching the news, the oldest daily newspaper at the time
(Sacramento Union), prominently reported and forecasted that
the building will be the “governor’s residence.”
The building was constructed in 1857, over one and a half
century of history, with four stories and a basement. Whether
it was the construction materials or detail planning aspects of
the whole design, both inside and out, all added to its grandeur. European art decorated roof, crystal chandeliers, wooded
carved windows, special designed floor, exquisite carpets, red
copper fireplace, grand staircase, wall paint and wall papers
and every corners and so on were carefully designed and
decorated, earning the praise of “The Handsomest House in
Sacramento.” In addition to the building’s rich décor, the
backyard had an independent barn for the horses (since been
converted into a building management office). Furthermore,
the garden surrounding the building is filled with many
different flowering plants and trees, blossoming throughout
the different seasons and framing the building elegantly while
enhancing the interior and exterior’s splendor.

Stanford devoted his life to public services and the toll of all
his hard work deteriorated his physical health until finally in
June 1893, Stanford passed away.
Besides the above mentioned accomplishments, Stanford’s
passion for education led to the establishment of the current
California State University system. Today, there are over 20
California State Universities throughout California.
Unintentional Bet Gave Rise to Film Industry
Additionally, there is one little-know fact about Stanford that
is of historical significance. Stanford enjoyed raising horses
and trained a number of race horses; in particular, Occident
won a number of victories in the field, bringing Stanford much
glory. On an occasion in July 1877 in a large gathering of horse
racing lovers while jokingly chatting, someone mentioned that
when a horse gallops at top speed, at a particular point all four
feet are off the ground simultaneously. However, some of the
people do not believe the intriguing claim so a bet was decided
to solve the dispute.
Stanford not only waged in on the bet, but he also hired
Photographer Edward Muybridge to capture the evidence.
Recognizing that one photographer can not take into account so
many race horses at the same time and at such large race track,
Stanford decided to hire a dozen more photographers with each
responsible for part of the rapid action.
When those pictures that were captured at different times and
from different perspectives were shown on the screen, to
everyone’s amazement, the series of still images when viewed
together illustrated motion. This gave birth to motion picture
and the subsequent film industry that impacts human lives
today.

Lack of Desire Despite Political Success
Happiness and Sorrow All Under One Roof
On September 4, 1861, without any strong opponent
candidate, Stanford won the election as governor of California
by a large landslide. During his tenure, Stanford’s business
and reputation proliferated and he was widely acclaimed. He
gave his full support to the Republican Party and loyalty to
President Lincoln in addition to supporting the abolition of
slavery; he transformed California into an important position
in the federal government by actively planning for the
development of small and large businesses and undertaking a
lead role in the financial economy.
Stanford was not sentimentally attached to the governor post
and in 1863 when his term came to an end, he announced that
he will not be running for re-election to everyone’s surprise
and disappointment. Stanford expressed that an important part
of his plan is to actively promote the development of the
Central Pacific Railroad. This California, United States, as
well as Chinese historical construction of the railroad from
Sacramento was undertaken by four of Sacramento’s respected
family (Big Four): with Stanford as President, Huntington as
Vice President, Hopkins as Treasurer, and Crocker as Chief
Executive Officer.
Countless Chinese Manpower Built the Transcontinental
Railroad
During that time period, the gold rush era had begun to
decline and cool off and many unemployed workers were
looking for job. The gold rush news spread from the United
States all the way to China, attracting thousands of Chinese
laborers from Guangdong Province in hope of striking rich
and returning home wealthy. Unfortunately, most never
realized their gold dream and was unwilling to return home.
Upon hearing the news of the railroad project and the need to
recruit large manpower, swarms of former gold rush miners
applied to work as railroad workers.
Small in statue and seemingly weak coupled with their long
braided pigtails all had many people wondered whether the
Chinese can carry out the intensive railroad labor. However,
with his foresight, Crocker convinced President Stanford and
received the approval of the Big Four to employ tens of
thousands of Chinese laborers. They quickly learned that not
only could the Chinese undertook such labor intensive work,
but they also worked silently and never complained while
producing high standard of job performance. In just a few
years, nearly 20,000 Chinese laborers participated in building
the Central Pacific Railroad. As a result, a large population of
Chinese continued to survive in the United States, opening up
the Chinese immigrant’s pathway for later generation immigrants. Historical records indicated that as high as 90% of the
laborers were Chinese in constructing the difficult stretch of
the railroad from Sacramento to Utah, spanning several
hundreds miles. As the Central Pacific Railroad joined the
Union Pacific Railroad in completing the historical Transcontinental Railroad, the American transportation system,
business, and economy were forever transformed.
Erect School In Memory Of Lost Son
After Stanford’s term, Frederick Low was elected as the
next governor, and due to Stanford’s full concentration on the
railroad construction, the building was leased to Low as the
governor’s residence. Low’s term as governor deserves
mentioning. He was the founder of University of California at
Berkeley and strongly opposed to racial discrimination toward
the Native Indians and Asians and often spoke on their behalf.
Most importantly, shortly after Low’s governor post, he was
appointed as the U.S. Ambassador to China.
Among the rich history of the Stanford building, it is also
the birth place of Leland Stanford Jr. Unfortunately, Stanford
Jr. died of illness at the age of 16. The death of their only child
after many years of marriage was devastating to the grieving
couple. To commemorate their son, the Stanford couple
created the world-famous Stanford University in October
1891.

East Coast Architect Seth Babson designed the Stanford
mansion in 1857 and in a century and a half, it witnessed a
number of historic events. Throughout Stanford’s colorful
career and his many residences including the scenic San
Francisco Nob Hills luxury villa, Stanford repeatedly expressed
that the Sacramento Stanford mansion is of the most significance sentiment. The house was once full of joy (the birth of
his son), honorable memory (governor inauguration), historical
moments (signed numerous bills), and had been a reception of
many heads of state from countries around the world. At the
same time, the building housed many restless nights’ memories
(construction of the railroad project’s endless problems, flood,
and the flood that inundated the entire bottom floor), and the
heartbreaking memory of losing one’s only son.
Hope of Historical Preservation Rest Upon Us
Such historical building, regardless of the various sectors of
maintenance management, the impact of natural elements such
as wind and rain after 150 years is certainly noticeable. After
numerous discussions and at the recommendation of zealous
advocates, the Leland Stanford Mansion Foundation was
formed in 1991 as a 501 (c) 3 non-profit organization. Foundation Executive Director Charles Ansbach and California Parks
and Recreations were charged with the joint responsibility for
the custody and maintenance of the mansion. To maintain and
preserve such historical building requires considerable amount
of work and substantial funds. Thus, one of the Foundation’s
important missions is to actively promote the historical value of
the building to generate funding for its management. Foundation member, Chevrolet Oil Western Regional Vice President
John Coffey, donated a large sum of money in addition to
active fund-raising efforts. In appreciation, the living room on
the first floor was renamed the Office of John Coffey, coexisting with the structure’s history. Coffey hoped that his example
will attract many philanthropists’ responses to join in the
preservation effort and have one’s name written down in
history. Contribution is tax deductible.
Charitable Contribution Generates Merits
Foundation Executive Director Charles Ansbach expressed
the hope that the exposure from World Journal’s extensive
media power will generate a collective attention to the historical value of the building and the related Chinese history and
support for its fund-raising efforts. Ansbach pointed out that
there are many contributions options. Besides receiving naming
recognition of offices in the building, donor’s name can be
engraved on the building’s walls and be invited to attend
special ceremony as VIP in addition to name inclusion in
historical collection.
In order to maintain the building and reduce the possibility of
incurred damages to the structure, the building is not open to
the public, but enthusiastic donors will have the opportunity to
view this historical mansion.
Interested in learning more about the building’s architecture,
charitable donors, contributions details, please visit the website:
www.stanfordmansion.org or contact Foundation Executive
Director Charles Ansbach (916) 442-4419.

Picture Captions: Top: Sacramento’s Century Old Stanford
Mansion, Middle: Governor Stanford’s office still maintains its
originality, Bottom Left: Original building of the founders of
Central Pacific Railroad (Big Four) at Old Sacramento, Bottom
Right: Leland Stanford Mansion Foundation reception of wife
of former US Secretary of State George Shultz (middle),
Chinese Community Activist C.C. Yin (second from left), Steve
Yee (second from right), and Foundation Executive Director
Charles Ansbach (left)
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